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Abstrat
We onsider the drift and diusion properties of periodially
driven renewal proesses. These proesses are dened by a period-
ially time dependent waiting time distribution, whih governs the
interval between subsequent events. We show that the growth of the
umulants of the number of events is asymptotially periodi and
develop a theory whih relates these periodi growth oeients to
the waiting time distribution dening the periodi renewal proess.
The rst two oeients, whih are the mean frequeny and eetive
diusion oeient of the number of events are onsidered in greater
detail. They may be used to quantify stohasti synhronization.
1 Introdution
Many dynamial proesses in physis, biology and hemistry, although be-
ing inherently ontinuous, an be redued to a series of disrete events
without losing muh information. Often this redued desription in terms
of disrete events has the additional property, that time intervals between
subsequent events are statistially independent. Suh proesses are alled
renewal proesses [1℄. They are fully desribed by a waiting time distribu-
tion w(τ), whih governs the statistial properties of the time intervals τ
between two subsequent events. In the simplest ase the probability per
unit time, i.e. the rate, for an event to our is independent on the time
elapsed sine the last event. This sublass of renewal proesses is alled
Markovian, beause the event number of suh a proess as a funtion of
time is a Markovian stohasti proess. If driven externally, the rate an
∗
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be temporally modulated beoming thus a funtion of the absolute time
t, but still remains independent on the waiting time τ elapsed sine the
previous event.
In the general ase, the probability per unit time that an event will
happen is not independent of the time already elapsed sine the last event.
Then a non exponentially distributed waiting time between subsequent
events is observed whih distinguishes these general renewal proesses from
disrete Markovian proesses.
The onepts of renewal proesses have been suessfully applied to
random sequenes of spiking events in the dynamis of neurons [3, 4, 5℄,
to random walks in a tilted periodi potential [6℄ and to the failure times
of biologial and tehnial mahineries [7℄. In these models the proesses
whih generate the single events onsist of a series of several Markovian
steps or possess a priori ompliated waiting time densities. For example,
the generation of a new spike requires exitation of the voltage variable
over a threshold value whih is followed by the spiking and refratory time
where neurons are unable to produe new spikes. Also the ioni trans-
port through pores involves several steps as diusional motion followed by
esapes over potential barriers. Moleular motors walk along mirotubuli
where sequenes of dierent ongurational hanges of the proteins realize
one forward step.
There is a long history of studies of stationary renewal proesses [1℄, i.e.
renewal proesses having waiting time densities w(τ), whih do not depend
on the absolute time t. Also stationary situations with multiple events and
dierent stationary waiting time statistis were studied. Quantities of in-
terest like the mean event number in a ertain period of time or the event
number diusion are known in terms of the waiting time distribution, be-
ause a fully developed theory exists for these time homogeneous proesses
[1, 7℄
In onnetion with stohasti resonane (SR) the interest for non sta-
tionary but periodi proesses has grown [8, 9, 10℄. In partiular, Marko-
vian periodially driven models have been investigated [11℄. The two state
Markovian theory with non stationary rates desribes suessfully the dy-
nami behavior in bistable situations as shown in many dierent studies in
various elds of siene. However, other systems like exitable dynamis as
used for example to desribe the spiking mehanism in neuronal systems
an no longer be approximated by a simple disrete Markovian desription.
If suh systems are periodially driven, as is for example the ase in neu-
rons whih respond to periodially varying inputs, more general onepts
are needed to desribe their behavior. In this paper we study the general
situation of non stationary but periodi renewal proesses with arbitrary
waiting time distributions w(τ, t). The periodiity is reeted by a periodi
dependene of the waiting time distribution on the absolute time t of the
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previous event.
There exist dierent possibilities to quantify the periodiity of a peri-
odi stohasti proess, or, if one onsiders this periodiity as indued by
an external periodi signal, the quality of the response of the system to this
periodi signal. On the one hand, spetral based measures like the spe-
tral power ampliation and the signal to noise ratio have been frequently
employed (see [10℄ and referenes therein). These spetral based response
measures where also onsidered in the ontext of periodially driven renewal
proesses in [16, 17℄ and for a speial disrete state model for exitable dy-
namis in [18℄. To this end the sequene of events has to be somehow
mapped onto a stohasti proess, e.g. by onsidering a sequene of delta
peaks loated at the event times or by assigning alternatingly after eah
event dierent values to the proess. Another possibility to haraterize
periodiity of the proess is to onsider the drift and diusion properties
of the number of events. The evolution of the number of events in time
an be haraterized by two quantities, the mean frequeny of events and
the eetive diusion oeient, whih desribes, how the variane of the
number of events grows in time and thus haraterizes the regularity of
the proess. The lower this eetive diusion oeient for a xed mean
frequeny, the more regular, i.e. periodi, is the system's dynamis. Both
quantities together may therefore serve as a measure of periodiity of the
proess and thus, if this periodiity stems form the inuene of a periodi
input, as a measure of stohasti synhronization between the driving signal
and the system dynamis [14, 12, 15, 13, 21℄.
In this paper we present a method to alulate the mean frequeny and
the eetive diusion oeient of a periodially driven renewal proess in
terms of its periodially time dependent waiting time distribution w(τ, t).
After having derived the general onepts and results in setions 2 to 5,
we onsider two simple situations, namely general but undriven renewal
proesses and periodially modulated rate proess, for whih an expliit
evaluation of the general results is possible and agrees with the known
results. Finally in setion 7 and 8 we numerially evaluate our theory for a
toy model where the intervals between subsequent events are governed by
a a xed but periodially varying waiting time followed by a rate proess
with onstant rate. The results agree with simulations of the underlying
periodi renewal proess. Many of the alulations are summarized in a
series of appendies.
2 Periodially driven renewal proesses
A periodially driven renewal proess is a sequene of events ourring at
times . . . , ti, ti+1, ti+2, . . .. The intervals between two subsequent events
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are governed by the waiting time distribution w(τ, t). The rst argument
τ represents the waiting time whereas the seond argument t denotes the
absolute time at whih the last event happened. Therefore, w(τ, ti)dτ is the
probability that the event i+1 happens in the time interval (ti+τ, ti+τ+dτ ]
if event i have been happened at time ti. The dependene of the waiting
time distribution w(τ, t) on time t is due to the periodi driving and thus
periodi with the period T = 2pi/Ω of the signal. Although, in ontrast to
an ordinary renewal proess, the intervals between subsequent events are
now orrelated, it is still only the time of the previous event whih governs
the statistis of the following event, whih justies to stik to the term
renewal. Normalization holds at arbitrary time t∫ ∞
0
dτw(τ, t) = 1
A lot of information about these proesses is ontained in the random
number of events Nt0,t whih take plae in the interval (t0, t]. For example
stohasti synhronization to the periodi driving an be haraterized as
an integer relation between driving frequeny and the frequeny of events
and at the same time, a derease in the eetive diusion oeient of the
events, i.e. a more regular (periodi) behavior.
We will evaluate the mean frequeny and eetive diusion oeient
based on the periodially time dependent waiting time distribution w(τ, t),
whih denes the periodially driven renewal proess. To this end we on-
sider more generally the nth umulants K
(n)
t0,t
of the event number Nt0,t and
dene their inrement per time
κ
(n)
t0,t
:= lim
∆t→0
K
(n)
t0,t+∆t
−K
(n)
t0,t
∆t
=
d
dt
K
(n)
t0,t
. (1)
The rst of these oeients is the mean frequeny while the seond is the
eetive diusion oeient. We show that asymptotially
κ(n)(t) := lim
t0→−∞
κ
(n)
t0,t
(2)
beome periodi funtions of time with the period of the external driving.
To this end we introdue following [19, 2℄ the generating funtional
Lt0,t[v] of the onsidered driven renewal proess as
Lt0,t[v] =
〈Nt0,t∏
i=1
(1 + v(ti))
〉
where ti are the times of the events in the interval (t0, t]. Then the nth
moment M
(n)
t0,t
of event number Nt0,t is given by
M
(n)
t0,t
:=
〈
Nnt0,t
〉
=
∂n
∂un
Lt0,t[e
u − 1]
∣∣∣
u=0
. (3)
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The generating funtional Lt0,t an be expressed in terms of the distribution
funtions fs(t1, . . . , ts), whih govern the probability
dP = fs(t1, . . . , ts)dt1 . . . dts
to nd one event in eah of the intervals (ti, ti+dti), i = 1, . . . , s regardless
of how many events are outside these intervals, as [19, 2℄
Lt0,t[v] = 1 +
∞∑
s=1
∫ t
t0
dτ1
∫ τ1
t0
dτ2 . . .
∫ τs−1
t0
dτs fs(τ1, τ2, . . . , τs) v(τ1) . . . v(τs) .
(4)
The generating funtional an also be expressed in terms of the orrelation
funtions gs(t1, . . . , ts) as
Lt0,t[v] = exp
[
∞∑
s=1
∫ t
t0
dτ1
∫ τ1
t0
dτ2 . . .
∫ τs−1
t0
dτs gs(τ1, τ2, . . . , τs) v(τ1) . . . v(τs)
]
. (5)
Eq. (5) together with eq. (4) dene the orrelation funtions in terms of
the distribution funtions.
Aording to eq. (5) the moments eq. (3) an be expressed as
M
(n)
t0,t
=
∂n
∂un
exp
[ ∞∑
s=1
Gs(t0, t)(e
u − 1)s
]∣∣∣
u=0
(6)
where
Gs(t0, t) :=
∫ t
t0
dτ1
∫ τ1
t0
dτ2 . . .
∫ τs−1
t0
dτs gs(τ1, τ2, . . . , τs) .
From formula (6) we an evaluate the orresponding umulants K
(n)
t1,t2
as
(see appendix B)
K
(n)
t0,t
=
∂n
∂un
∞∑
s=1
Gs(t0, t)(e
u − 1)s
∣∣∣
u=0
. (7)
As the onsidered renewal proesses are periodi in time with period T ,
the distribution funtions and therefore also the orrelation funtions are
likewise periodi in time,
gs(τ1, . . . , τs) = gs(τ1 + T , . . . , τs + T ). (8)
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Then the time derivative of the funtion Gs(t0, t) yields
d
dt
Gs(t0, t) =
∫ t
t0
dτ2 . . .
∫ τs−1
t0
dτsgs(t, τ2, . . . , τs)
=
1
(s− 1)!
∫ t
t0
dτ2 . . .
∫ t
t0
dτsgs(t, τ2, . . . , τs)
=
1
(s− 1)!
∫ t−t0
0
dτ2 . . .
∫ t−t0
0
dτsgs(t, t− τ2, . . . , t− τs)
whih an be expressed in the asymptoti limit as
lim
t0→−∞
d
dt
Gs(t0, t) =
1
(s− 1)!
∫ ∞
0
dτ2 . . .
∫ ∞
0
dτsgs(t, t− τ2, . . . , t− τs) . (9)
To ensure that this limit exists, we additionally suppose that gs(τ1, . . . , τs)
dereases suiently fast to zero for any pair of time dierene |τi − τj | →
∞. In [2℄ this property is alled luster property, while for stationary sys-
tems this property is alled ergodiity.
Aording to eq. (8) the asymptoti time derivative eq. (9) is a periodi
funtion in t and thus (f. eq. (7)) the oeients
κ(n)(t) = lim
t0→−∞
d
dt
K
(n)
t0,t
. (10)
are periodi in time, as well.
The time dependent waiting time distribution an be expressed in terms
of the distribution funtions as [2℄
w(τ, t) = f1(t+ τ) +
∞∑
s=1
(−1)s
s!
∫ t+τ
t
dt1 . . . dts fs+1(t+ τ, t1, . . . , ts).
However, we are faed with the inverse problem, namely to express the
distribution funtions fs or likewise the orrelation funtions gs in terms
of the waiting time distribution w(τ, t) in order to nally evaluate the
oeients κ(n)(t) aording to eqs. (10) and (7). Suh a relation is not
known to the authors and even if it exists, the expliit evaluation of the
innite sum in eq. (7) will be hallenging. Thus to obtain the κ(n)(t) in
terms of the time dependent waiting time distribution w(τ, t) we have to
adopt a dierent approah.
3 The mirosopi master equation
Let us onsider the probabilities pk(t) to have had k events up to time t.
Furthermore let jk(t) be the probability ux from state k to state k + 1,
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i.e. the probability per time that the k+1st event happens at time t. This
probability obeys the ontinuity equation
d
dt
pk(t) = jk−1(t) − jk(t). (11)
If we further assume as initial ondition that event 1 happened at time
t0, i.e. j0(t) = δ(t − t0), the relation between the probability uxes of the
renewal proess an be expressed by the mirosopi dynamis as (for the
undriven ase see e.g. [20℄)
jk(t) =
∫ t
t0
dt′jk−1(t
′)w(t− t′, t′), k ≥ 1. (12)
Using this relation one readily obtains from the ontinuity equation (11)
pk(t) =
∫ t
t0
dt′jk−1(t
′)z(t− t′, t′), k ≥ 1 (13)
where z(τ, t) = 1 −
∫ τ
0
dτ ′w(τ ′, t) is the probability to wait longer than τ
until the next event, if the last event happened at t. In ase of a Markovian
renewal proess with time dependent rate γ(t) the probability ux jk is
related to the probability pk by jk(t) = γ(t)pk(t). Thus in this ase the
dynamis an be ompletely expressed in terms of the probabilities pk. In
the general ase however we need a formulation in terms of pk and jk as
expressed in eqs. (13) and (12).
The moments of the number of events N˜t0,t in the interval (t0, t] an be
expressed in terms of the pk as
M˜
(n)
t0,t
=
∞∑
k=0
knpk(t). (14)
Note that the moments M˜
(n)
t0,t
dier from the moments dened by eq. (3)
sine the orresponding event number N˜t0,t is onditioned on having had
an event at time t0 in ontrast to Nt0,t. However the asymptoti behavior
of both families of moments agrees.
In priniple one an alulate the umulants from the moments eq. (14)
to obtain eventually the oeients κ(n)(t) aording to eq. (10). However,
in pratie this is not feasible in general, as one has to alulate an innite
sum over the pk(t) where eah pk, aording to eqs. (13) and (12), is
a k-fold integral involving the waiting time distributions w(τ, t) and the
orresponding survival probabilities z(τ, t).
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4 Embedding the disrete dynamis into a on-
tinuous one
To nd a simpler relation between the periodi oeients κ(n)(t) and
the time dependent waiting time w(τ, t), whih governs the mirosopi
dynamis, we onstrut a ontinuous embedding in the asymptoti limit
t0 → −∞. Consider the envelope P(x, t) of the disrete probabilities pk(t)
as a probability distribution on a ontinuous state spae. Thus, respeting
the normalization we adopt the relation (f. Fig. 1)
pk(t) =
∫ k+ 1
2
k− 1
2
dxP(x, t). (15)
Assuming that the variation of P(x, t) within an interval (k − 12 , k +
1
2 )
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P(x, t)
k + 1 + 12k + 1k +
1
2k k + 2
x
jk(t) jk+1(t)
pk(t) pk+1(t) pk+2(t)
Figure 1: Shemati view of the disrete event dynamis pk(t) and the
ontinuous desription in terms of x.
beomes arbitrary small for large t the dierene between the moments
and therefore also the umulants of both the disrete and the ontinuous
proess tends to zero in this asymptoti limit. Aordingly, also the hange
in time of the umulants of the ontinuous proess have to agree with the
orresponding quantities κ(n)(t) of the disrete proess.
One possible hoie to formulate a dynamis of the ontinuous envelope
P(x, t) is a Kramers-Moyal equation. This hoie renders the underlying
stohasti proess x(t)Markovian. To ensure the equality of the inrements
of the umulants, the oeients of the Kramers-Moyal expansion have to
oinide with the oeients κ(n)(t) of the renewal proess (f. appendix
C, [19℄), i.e.
∂
∂t
P(x, t) =
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n!
κ(n)(t)
∂n
∂xn
P(x, t) (16)
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The probability urrent jk(t) in the disrete system is orrespondingly
related to the probability urrent of the ontinuous envelope desription
J (x, t). Aording to the relation between the disrete and ontinuous
probability eq. (15), the disrete probability urrent jk(t) from k to k + 1
is equal to the ontinuous probability urrent J (x, t) at x = k + 12 ,
jk(t) = J (k +
1
2
, t). (17)
The ontinuous probability urrent J (x, t) is related to the probability
distribution P(x, t) by the ontinuity equation
∂
∂t
P(x, t) = −
∂
∂x
J (x, t). (18)
and therefore aording to eq. (16)
J (x, t) = −
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n!
κ(n)(t)
∂n−1
∂xn−1
P(x, t) . (19)
Thus from eq. (17) we dedue
jk(t) = −
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n!
κ(n)(t)
∂n−1
∂xn−1
P(x, t)
∣∣∣
x=k+ 1
2
(20)
Finally we want to mention that the more general embedding of the
disrete proess
pk(t) =
∫ k+l
k−1+l
dxP(x, t) and jk(t) = J (k + l, t), l arbitrary. (21)
leads to the same results as the embedding hosen in eqs. (15) and (17),
whih orresponds to hoosing l = 12 in eq. (21).
5 The asymptoti drift and the diusion oef-
ient
Having xed the relation between the probabilities and probability uxes
of the disrete renewal proess and the ontinuous embedding, it is now
possible to relate the oeients κ(n)(t) appearing in the ontinuous de-
sription (16) to the waiting time distribution w(τ, t) of the renewal proess,
involved in the mirosopi dynamis (12) and (13). As we are onsidering
9
the asymptoti behavior we have to pass to the asymptoti limit in eqs.
(13) and (12) by shifting the initial time t0 → −∞. This results in
pk(t) =
∫ ∞
0
dτjk−1(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) (22)
and
jk(t) =
∫ ∞
0
dτjk−1(t− τ)w(τ, t − τ). (23)
Inserting eqs. (15) and (20) into the above eq. (22) we end up with
∫ 1
2
− 1
2
d∆xP(x −∆x, t) = −
∫ ∞
0
dτz(τ, t− τ) (24)
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n!
κ(n)(t− τ)
∂n−1
∂xn−1
P(x−
1
2
, t− τ)
with x = k. The probability P(x − ∆x, t − τ) an be expressed in terms
of the probability P(x, t) and its derivatives ∂
m
∂xm
P(x, t) by performing a
Taylor expansion of P(x−∆x, t − τ) around x, t and onverting the time
derivatives to derivatives with respet to the state x using the Kramers-
Moyal equation (16). This results in (f. appendix A)
P(x−∆x, t− τ) = P(x, t) + c
(1)
t (t− τ,∆x)
∂
∂x
P(x, t) +O(2)
with
c
(1)
t (t− τ,∆x) =
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)−∆x .
Above O(2) denotes terms proportional to ∂
m
∂xm
P(x, t), m ≥ 2.
Denoting by L the harateristi length sale over whih the probability
distribution P(x, t) varies, we may introdue the new variable x˜ = x
L
. Then
∂m
∂xm
P(x, t) =
1
Lm
∂m
∂x˜m
P(x˜, t)
∣∣∣
x˜= x
L
Due to the dispersion of the probability distribution P(x, t) the harater-
isti length L asymptotially goes to innity.
Equating the oeients of P(x, t) and ∂
∂x
P(x, t) on both sides of eq.
(24), or equivalently, onsidering the 0th and 1st order in L, we end up
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with∫ ∞
0
dτκ(1)(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) = 1 (25)
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dτκ(2)(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) =∫ ∞
0
dτκ(1)(t− τ)
[ ∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)−
1
2
]
z(τ, t− τ) . (26)
Eq. (26) an be further simplied using eq. (25), whih leads to∫ ∞
0
dτκ(2)(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) =
2
∫ ∞
0
dτκ(1)(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)z(τ, t− τ)− 1 . (27)
These two expressions, relating the asymptoti drift and diusion proper-
ties of a periodially driven renewal proess as expressed by κ(1)(t) and
κ(2)(t) to its mirosopi properties dened by z(τ, t) present the orner-
stone result of our paper. Equations whih govern the higher umulant
growth oeients κ(n)(t), n ≥ 3 an also be derived using this method by
evaluating the oeients of higher order derivatives of P(x, t) (for κ(3)(t)
see appendix D).
In a former work [21℄ we investigated stohasti synhronization in a
non Markovian two state model for exitable systems. The result presented
in this paper for the mean veloity and eetive diusion oeient an be
shown to be equivalent to the results presented here (see appendix E).
Often one is not diretly interested in the number of events but in
some quantity proportional to the number of events, like a phase, whih
inreases by L = 2pi for eah event, or a position whih inreases by some
length L = l if we onsider a unidiretional random walk with step-length
l whose steps are governed by the desribed renewal dynamis. In these
ases the ith umulant growth oeient κ(i)(t) is saled by Li. For κ(1)(t)
and κ(2)(t) this is ahieved multiplying the onstant term 1 on the right
hand side of eqs. (25), and (27) by L or L
2
respetively.
Finally one may ask, why it is justied to presribe a ontinuous Marko-
vian envelope dynamis to an inherently non Markovian disrete proess.
The obvious idea, that the non Markovian nature of the disrete proess is
rendered Markovian by being mapped onto an extended ontinuous state
spae is misleading. The point is, that the ontinuous Markovian proess
x(t) as desribed by eq. (16) is not an envelope dynamis of the full dis-
rete non Markovian proess, but it only overs the asymptoti behavior of
the non Markovian proess, i.e the regime, where the disrete proess has
forgotten its initial preparation.
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6 Comparison with known results for undriven
renewal proesses and periodially driven
rate proesses
Let us evaluate expressions (25) and (26) for an undriven renewal proess,
i.e. z(τ, t) ≡ z(τ). Then it follows that κ(1)(t) is onstant and eq. (25)
leads to
κ(1)(t) =
L
〈T 〉
with
〈T n〉 :=
∫ ∞
0
dττnw(τ).
To derive this result we have used the fat that∫ ∞
0
dττnz(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ
τn+1
n+ 1
w(τ) =
1
n+ 1
〈
T n+1
〉
whih holds if z(τ) dereases suiently fast for τ → ∞. Aordingly eq.
(27) gives
κ(2)(t) = L2
〈
T 2
〉
− 〈T 〉
2
〈T 〉3
whih agrees with the known results for stationary renewal proesses [1℄.
The orresponding expression for κ(3)(t) is presented in appendix D.
Next we onsider a periodially driven Markov proess, i.e.
w(τ, t) = γ(t+ τ) exp
(
−
∫ t+τ
t
dτ ′γ(τ ′)
)
and
z(τ, t) = exp
(
−
∫ t+τ
t
dτ ′γ(τ ′)
)
.
Then it an be easily shown that eq. (25) is solved by
κ(1)(t) = Lγ(t).
The rst term on the right hand side og eq. (27) an also be simplied in
this ase using integration by parts to give L
2
. Therefore κ(2)(t) is governed
by ∫ ∞
0
dτκ(2)(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) = L2
12
whih is solved by
κ(2)(t) = L2γ(t)
For more ompliated proesses with general time dependent waiting
time distributions eqs. (25) and (27) an only be solved numerially for
the periodi solution.
7 Numerial solution in Fourier spae
As eqs. (25) and (26) annot be solved analytially for arbitrary wait-
ing time distributions w(τ, t − τ) and orresponding survival probabilities
z(τ, t− τ) one has to resort to numerial methods. To this end we perform
a Fourier expansion of the periodi funtion κ(1)(t) and analogously for
κ(2)(t),
κ(1)(t) =
∞∑
k=−∞
κ
(1)
k exp(ikΩt), κ
(1)
k =
1
T
∫ T
0
dtκ(1)(t) exp(−ikΩt), (28)
where Ω = 2pi/T is the frequeny of the external driving. We further
expand the survival probability z(τ, t) with respet to the seond periodi
argument as
z(τ, t) =
∞∑
k=−∞
zk(τ) exp(ikΩt) zk(τ) =
1
T
∫ T
0
dtz(τ, t) exp(−ikΩt)
Abbreviating
zk,l =
∫ ∞
0
dτzk(τ) exp(−ilΩτ) , hk,l =
∫ ∞
0
dττzk(τ) exp(−ilΩτ) (29)
eq. (25) an be written as
∞∑
k=−∞
κ
(1)
k zm−k,m = Lδm,0, m = −∞, . . . ,∞ (30)
while eq. (27) reads
∞∑
k=−∞
κ
(2)
k zm−k,m = 2
∞∑
k=−∞
(31)
[[ ∞∑
l=−∞,l 6=0
κ
(1)
l κ
(1)
k
ilΩ
(zm−k−l,m−l − zm−k−l,m)
]
+ κ
(1)
0 κ
(1)
k hm−k,m
]
−L2δm,0.
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The orresponding equation for the third oeient κ(3)(t) in Fourier spae
is presented in appendix D.
These innite dimensional inhomogeneous linear equations an then be
numerially solved, after being trunated to a nite dimensional system.
8 A simple exampleomparison between the-
ory and simulations
Consider the toy renewal proess, where the time between subsequent
events is omposed of a xed waiting time, whih depends on the signal
phase of the previous event and a rate proess with rate γ. The waiting
time distribution is thus given by
w(τ, t) = θ(τ − T (t))γe−γ(τ−T (t)).
Suppose further that the xed waiting time is either T0 or T1 depending on
whether the signal phase of the previous event was within [0, pi) or [pi, 2pi),
i..e
T (t) =
{
T0 if Ωt mod 2pi ∈ [0, pi)
T1 if Ωt mod 2pi ∈ [pi, 2pi)
(32)
A sketh of this system is shown in Fig. 2 while orresponding waiting time
distribution is plotted in Fig. 3
γ
k + 1
T1
T0
k
Figure 2: Depending on whether the periodi signal is in the rst or seond
half period the system either waits the xed time T0 or T1. In both ases
the system waits an additional exponentially with rate γ distributed time.
The orresponding Fourier oeients zk,l and hk,l as presented in eqs.
(29) an be analytially evaluated for this waiting time distribution, how-
ever the nal results, being too long and at the same time yielding not muh
information, will not be presented here. Having evaluated these Fourier
oeients, we alulated the mean frequeny and the eetive diusion
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Ωt mod 2pi ∈ [pi, 2pi)
Ωt mod 2pi ∈ [0, pi)
T1T0
.
τ
w
(τ
,
t)
43.532.521.510.50
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Figure 3: Waiting time distribution of the toy model eq. (32) with di-
hotomi xed waiting time from eq. (32) for T0 = 0.5, T1 = 1.5 and
γ = 2. Depending on the signal phase of the event, the system waits ei-
ther a long (dashed line) or a short time(solid line) plus an exponentially
distributed time until the next event.
oeient aording to eqs. (30) and (31) using LAPACK to solve these
linear equations. The results are ompared to simulations of the renewal
proess in Figs.4 and 5, showing perfet agreement.
The mean veloity κ¯(1) = 1
T
∫ T
0
dtκ(1)(t) and eetive diusion oef-
ient κ¯(2) = 1
T
∫ T
0
dtκ(2)(t) an be used to haraterize stohasti syn-
hronization of the proess to the periodi signal. These synhronization
regions are dened by a rational relation between system frequeny and
signal frequeny and a minimum of the eetive diusion oeient. Al-
though this model shows minima of the eetive diusion oeient as a
funtion of the driving frequeny Fig. 4, these minima do not orrespond
to frequeny synhronization as the system frequeny and the signal fre-
queny are not proportional. This stands in ontrast to a similar model
with a xed waiting time and a dihotomially periodially modulated rate,
used to desribe periodially driven exitable systems [21℄. In this model
we found several dierent n : m synhronization regions. Also the full pe-
riodially time dependent oeients κ(1)(t) and κ(2)(t) as determined by
our theory (25) and (27) agree with results taken from simulations of the
underlying renewal proess Fig. 5. Interestingly the eetive diusion o-
eient beomes negative for some values of the signal phase. However this
does not imply that the periodi driving an be used to onentrate an en-
semble of these systems as the period averaged eetive diusion oeient
κ¯(2) is always positive.
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.Ω
κ¯
(2
)
1086420
0.2
0.16
0.12
0.08
3 : 2
2 : 1
1 : 1
2 : 3
1 : 2
.
κ¯
(1
)
0.75
0.7
0.65
0.6
Figure 4: Comparison of the period averaged mean frequeny κ¯(1) =
1
T
∫ T
0 dtκ
(1)(t) and the period averaged eetive diusion oeients κ¯(2) =
1
T
∫ T
0
dtκ(2)(t) where T = 2pi/Ω is the period of the signal, for the toy model
eq. (32) with T0 = 0.5, T1 = 1.5 and γ = 2. The solid lines are results
of the theory eqs. (25) and (27), numerially evaluated aording to eqs.
(30) and (31) trunated to 40 oeients, while the symbols are obtained
from diret simulations of the driven renewal proess. The straight lines
in the upper plot indiate n : m relations between system frequeny and
signal frequeny, i.e. frequeny loking. Clearly the system does not show
this behavior.
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.t
κ
(2
) (
t
)
0
1
2
pi
Ω
pi
Ω
3
2
pi
Ω
2pi
Ω
0.2
0
-0.2
.
.
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Figure 5: Comparison of the mean frequeny κ(1)(t) and the eetive
diusion oeients κ(2)(t) for the toy model eq. (32) with T0 = 0.5,
T1 = 1.5 and γ = 2 and Ω = 1.7. The solid lines are results of the theory
eqs. (25) and (27), numerially evaluated aording to eqs. (30) and (31)
trunated to 20 oeients, while the symbols are obtained from diret
simulations of the driven renewal proess.
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9 Conlusion
We have onsidered the drift and diusion behavior of periodi renewal pro-
esses and presented a general theory to express the mean frequeny and
eetive diusion onstant and also higher order umulant growth oe-
ients in terms of the underlying time dependent waiting time distribution.
The results of this approah where analytially shown to oinide with
known results in the undriven ase. For the periodially driven situation
we onrmed the results of the theory by numerial investigations. We
also showed agreement with a dierent approah for a more restrited lass
of renewal proesses presented in [21℄. The mean frequeny and eetive
diusion oeient may be used to quantify stohasti synhronization.
Taking into aount the large amount of systems whose dynamis an be
modeled as renewal proesses, we antiipate a widespread appliability of
our results, ranging from synhronization in neurons to the investigation
of transport properties in moleular motors.
A Expansion of the probability density gov-
erned by a Kramers-Moyal equation
Our aim is to express the phase distribution P(x −∆x, t − τ) in terms of
P(x, t) and its derivatives with respet to x, ∂n/∂xnP(x, t). To this end
we start by expanding P(x−∆x, t− τ)) in a Taylor series around x and t,
P(x−∆x, t− τ) =
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
m=0
(−∆x)n(−τ)m
n!m!
∂n+m
∂xn∂tm
P(x, t)
To proess the time derivatives we use the Kramers-Moyal equation (16)
taking are of the expliit time dependene of κ(i)(t) whih leads to
P(x−∆x, t− τ) = P(x, t)−
[
∆x+
∞∑
m=1
(−τ)m
m!
∂m−1κ(1)(t)
∂tm−1
] ∂
∂x
P(x, t)
+
[∆x2
2
+ ∆x
∞∑
m=1
(−τ)m
m!
∂m−1κ(1)(t)
∂tm−1
+
1
2
∞∑
m=1
(−τ)m
m!
∂m−1κ(2)(t)
∂tm−1
+
∞∑
m=2
(−τ)m
m!
m−1∑
l=1
(
m− 1
l
)
∂m−1−lκ(1)(t)
∂tm−1−l
∂l−1κ(1)(t)
∂tl−1
] ∂2
∂x2
P(x, t) + O(3).
where O(3) denotes third or higher derivatives of P(x, t) with respet to
x. The sums ontaining the oeients κ(n)(t) in a linear way be further
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evaluated, leading to
∞∑
m=1
(−τ)m
m!
∂m−1κ(n)(t)
∂tm−1
= −
∞∑
m=0
1
m!
∂mκ(n)(t)
∂tm
∫ τ
0
dτ ′(−τ ′)m
= −
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(n)(t− τ ′)
The last term an be simplied to give
∞∑
m=2
(−τ)m
m!
m−1∑
l=1
(
m− 1
l
)
∂m−1−lκ(1)(t)
∂tm−1−l
∂l−1κ(1)(t)
∂tl−1
=
∞∑
l=0
∞∑
m=0
(−τ)m+l+2
(m+ l + 2)!
(
m+ l + 1
l + 1
)
∂mκ(1)(t)
∂tm
∂lκ(1)(t)
∂tl
=
∫ τ
0
dτ ′
∞∑
m=0
(−τ ′)m
m!
∂mκ(1)(t)
∂tm
∫ τ ′
0
dτ ′′
∞∑
l=0
(−τ ′′)l
l!
∂lκ(1)(t)
∂tl
=
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)
∫ τ ′
0
dτ ′′κ(1)(t− τ ′′)
Thus we eventually arrive at
P(x−∆x, t− τ) = P(x, t) + c
(1)
t (t− τ,∆x)
∂
∂x
P(x, t)
+c
(2)
t (t− τ,∆x)
∂2
∂x2
P(x, t) +O(3) (33)
where
c
(1)
t (t− τ,∆x) =
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)−∆x (34)
and
c
(2)
t (t− τ,∆x) =
∆x2
2
−∆x
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′) (35)
−
1
2
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(2)(t− τ ′) +
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)
∫ τ ′
0
dτ ′′κ(1)(t− τ ′′)
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B Relation between moments and umulants
of the number of events of a renewal proess
and its harateristi funtional
Consider the moments M (n) dened by (.f. eq (6))
M (n) =
∂n
∂zn
exp
[ ∞∑
s=1
Gs(e
z − 1)s
]∣∣∣
z=0
. (36)
Generally the relation between moments and umulants is given by
∞∑
k=0
zk
k!
M (k) = exp
[ ∞∑
k=1
zk
k!
K(k)
]
. (37)
From the relation
M (n) =
∂n
∂zn
∞∑
k=0
zk
k!
M (k)
∣∣∣
z=0
and eq. (36) we dedue (taking into aount the analytiity at z = 0 of the
funtions involved)
∞∑
k=0
zk
k!
M (k) = exp
[ ∞∑
s=1
Gs(e
z − 1)s
]
and thus aording to eq. (37)
∞∑
k=1
zk
k!
K(k) =
∞∑
s=1
Gs(e
z − 1)s
With
K(n) =
∂n
∂zn
∞∑
k=1
zk
k!
K(k)
∣∣∣
z=0
the nal result
K(n) =
∂n
∂zn
∞∑
s=1
Gs(e
z − 1)s
∣∣∣
z=0
follows.
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C Relation between the Kramers-Moyal oef-
ient and the growth of the umulants
Consider the stohasti proess x(t) governed by
∂
∂t
P(x, t) =
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n!
κ(n)(t)
∂n
∂xn
P(x, t) (38)
We are interested in the grows of the umulants K(n)(t) of x(t). The
moments
M (n)(t) = 〈xn(t)〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
dxxnP(x, t)
obey
d
dt
M (n)(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dxxn
∂
∂t
P(x, t)
=
∞∑
j=1
(−1)j
j!
κ(j)(t)
∫ ∞
−∞
dxxn
∂j
∂xj
P(x, t)
Assuming further that P(x, t) dereases suiently fast for x→ ±∞ suh
that
lim
x→±∞
xnP(x, t) = 0
the above expression an be evaluated using integration by parts to give
d
dt
M (n)(t) =
∞∑
j=1
κ(j)(t)
j!
∫ ∞
−∞
dx[
∂j
∂xj
xn]P(x, t)
=
n∑
j=1
κ(j)(t)
j!
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
n!
(n− j)!
xn−jP(x, t)
=
n∑
j=1
κ(j)(t)
(
n
j
)
M (n−j)(t) (39)
Now the moments and umulants are related by
∞∑
k=0
zk
k!
M (k)(t) = exp
[ ∞∑
k=1
zk
k!
K(k)(t)
]
. (40)
and thus by dierentiating this equation with respet to t
∞∑
k=0
zk
k!
d
dt
M (k)(t) =
∞∑
k=1
zk
k!
d
dt
K(k)(t)
∞∑
k=0
zk
k!
M (k)(t).
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Inserting the moments dynami eq. (39) into the left hand side of this
equation, it an be easily heked that
d
dt
K(n)(t) = κ(n)(t).
D The third umulant growth oeient κ
(3)(t)
The third oeient κ(3)(t) an be evaluated by equating the oeients
orresponding to the order
∂2
∂x2
P(x, t) in eq. (24). Inserting the expansion
(33) into this equation leads to
1
6
∫ ∞
0
dτκ(3)(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) = (41)
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dτκ(2)(t− τ)
[ ∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)−
1
2
]
z(τ, t− τ)
−
∫ ∞
0
dτκ(1)(t− τ)
[1
6
−
1
2
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)−
1
2
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(2)(t− τ ′)
+
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)
∫ τ ′
0
dτ ′′κ(1)(t− τ ′′)
]
z(τ, t− τ) (42)
or using eqs. (25) and (27)∫ ∞
0
dτκ(3)(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dτz(τ, t− τ) (43)
[
3κ(2)(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′) + 3κ(1)(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(2)(t− τ ′)
−6κ(1)(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′κ(1)(t− τ ′)
∫ τ ′
0
dτ ′′κ(1)(t− τ ′′)
]
+ 1
For an undriven renewal proess eq. (43) an be diretly solved, leading to
the time independent oeient
κ(3)(t) = L3
〈T 〉
4
− 3
〈
T 2
〉
〈T 〉
2
+ 3
〈
T 2
〉2
− 〈T 〉
〈
T 3
〉
〈T 〉5
For a rate proess with periodially modulated rate γ(t) (43) eventually
leads to
κ(3)(t) = L3γ(t).
Generally, the periodi solution
κ(3)(t) =
∞∑
k=−∞
κ
(3)
k exp(ikΩt), κ
(3)
k =
1
T
∫ T
0
dtκ(3)(t) exp(−ikΩt),
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of eq. (43) an be numerially obtained in Fourier spae as a solution of
the (innite) set of linear equations
∞∑
k=−∞
κ
(3)
k zm−k,m = (44)
3
∞∑
k=−∞
[[ ∞∑
l=−∞,l 6=0
κ
(2)
l κ
(1)
k + κ
(1)
l κ
(2)
k
ilΩ
(zm−k−l,m−l − zm−k−l,m)
]
+
[
κ
(2)
0 κ
(1)
k + κ
(1)
0 κ
(2)
k
]
hm−k,m
]
−6
∞∑
k=−∞
[[ ∞∑
l=−∞,l 6=0
∞∑
j=−∞,j 6=0,−l
κ
(1)
k κ
(1)
l κ
(1)
j
jΩ2
(1
l
(zm−k−l−j,m−j − zm−k−l−j,m−j−l)
+
1
j + l
(zm−k−l−j,m−j−l − zm−k−l−j,m)
)]
+
∞∑
l=−∞,l 6=0
κ
(1)
k κ
(1)
l κ
(1)
−l
l2Ω2
(
zm−k,m − zm−k,m−l + ilΩhm−k,m
)
+
∞∑
l=−∞,l 6=0
κ
(1)
k κ
(1)
l κ
(1)
0
ilΩ
(hm−k−l,m−l − hm−k−l,m) + κ
(1)
k κ
(1)
0 κ
(1)
0 jm−k,m
]
+L3δm,0.
where we used the Fourier deompositions of κ(1) and κ(2) aording to eqs.
(28) while zk,l and hk,l are dened in eq. (29) and jk,l is dened as
jk,l =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dττ2zk(τ) exp(−ilΩτ).
For the toy model introdued in setion 8 we have evaluated the period
average of κ(3)(t) both aording to the theory, eqs. (43) and (44) and
from diret simulations of the driven renewal proess. Both results agree
very well (Fig. (6)), thus onrming our theory.
E Equivalene with the two state model for
exitable systems
In a former work [21℄ we investigated stohasti synhronization in a non
Markovian two state model for exitable systems. Suh an exitable dy-
namis an be approximated by two steps, namely an exitation from the
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Figure 6: Comparison of κ¯(3) = 1
T
∫ T
0 dtκ
(3)(t), where T = 2pi/Ω is the
period of the signal, for the toy model eq. (32) with T0 = 0.5, T1 = 1.5
and γ = 1.7. The solid lines are results of the theory eq. (43) numerially
evaluated aording to eq. (44) trunated to 20 oeients, while the
symbols are obtained from diret simulations of the driven renewal proess.
Both results agree very well.
stable xed point (rest state), whih an be well modeled by a rate proess,
followed by a long exursion in phase spae, whih onstitutes the exited
and refratory state. This exursion takes some time whih is distributed
aording to a waiting time distribution. As the exitation step is muh
more sensible to the periodi driving than the time spent on the exitation
loop, we may assume this waiting time distribution w˜(τ) to be independent
on the running time. The rate γ(t) of the exitation step however, depends
on the periodi signal and thus periodially on the time t.
In this model we have dened a phase in order to investigate synhro-
nization between the signal and the system's dynamis. This phase was
hosen to inrease by 2pi eah time the system has been exited and re-
turned bak to the rest state. We have derived expressions for the mean
phase veloity ω(t) and eetive phase diusion onstant D(t). In the fol-
lowing we show that these expressions agree with the orresponding expres-
sions of our general theory presented here. Namely by hoosing L = 2pi the
phase veloity ω(t) an be identied with κ(1)(t) while the eetive phase
diusion oeient D(t) in this prior work diered from our denition of
κ(2)(t) by a fator of 2, i.e. κ(2)(t) ≡ 2D(t).
In this two state model the mean phase veloity was given by
ω(t) = 2piγ(t)q
(0)
2 (t) (45)
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where the dynamis of q
(0)
2 (t) are governed by
1− q
(0)
2 (t) =
∫ ∞
0
dτγ(t− τ)q
(0)
2 (t− τ)z˜(τ) (46)
The eetive diusion oeient was alulated as
D(t) = −2piγ(t)q
(1)
2 (t) + piω(t) (47)
with
− 2piq
(1)
2 (t) = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
dτz˜(τ)γ(t − τ)q
(1)
2 (t− τ) (48)
+
∫ ∞
0
dτz˜(τ)ω(t − τ)(
∫ τ
0
dτ ′ω(t− τ ′)− 2pi).
The auxiliary variables q
(0)
2 and q
(1)
2 an be eliminated leading to
γ(t)
∫ ∞
0
dτω(t− τ)z˜(τ) + ω(t) = 2piγ(t) (49)
and
γ(t)
∫ ∞
0
dτD(t− τ)z˜(τ) +D(t) = (50)
−2pi2γ(t) + 2piω(t) + γ(t)
∫ ∞
0
dτω(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′ω(t− τ ′)z˜(τ).
In the following we show that these equations for ω(t) and D(t) are equiv-
alent to our general eqs. (25) and (27) whih for ω(t) and D(t) read∫ ∞
0
dτω(t − τ)z(τ, t− τ) = 2pi (51)
(52)
and ∫ ∞
0
dτD(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) = (53)∫ ∞
0
dτω(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′ω(t− τ + τ ′)z(τ, t− τ) − 2pi2
The waiting time between two events is given by the sum of the exitation
time and the time spent on the exitation loop. The time dependent waiting
time distribution for one yle is therefore given by
w(τ, t) =
∫ τ
0
dτ ′w˜(τ ′)γ(t+ τ) exp(−
∫ t+τ
t+τ ′
dτ ′′γ(τ ′′)).
(54)
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while the orresponding survival probability reads
z(τ, t) =
∫ τ
0
dτ ′w˜(τ ′) exp(−
∫ t+τ
t+τ ′
dτ ′′γ(τ ′′)) + z˜(τ) (55)
where z˜(τ) = 1−
∫ τ
0 dτ
′w˜(τ) is the probability to spent a time longer than
τ on the exitation loop. From these equations we obtain the relation
γ(t)z(τ, t− τ) = w(τ, t− τ) + z˜(τ). (56)
Multiplying eqs. (51) and (53) by γ(t) and replaing the time dependent
survival probability z(τ, t− τ) aording to eq. (56) we obtain
γ(t)
∫ ∞
0
dτω(t − τ)z˜(τ) +
∫ ∞
0
dτω(t− τ)w(τ, t − τ) = 2piγ(t) (57)
and
γ(t)
∫ ∞
0
dτ
[
D(t− τ)− ω(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′ω(t− τ − τ ′)
]
z˜(τ) + (58)∫ ∞
0
dτ
[
D(t− τ) − ω(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′ω(t− τ − τ ′)
]
w(τ, t− τ) = −2pi2γ(t)
The seond term on the left hand side in both equations an be further
simplied. To this end we dierentiate eqs. (51) and (53) with respet to t
(see appendix F), using eq. (51) to simplify the time derivative of eq. (53)
whih results in
ω(t) =
∫ ∞
0
dτω(t− τ)w(τ, t − τ) (59)
and
D(t) =
∫ ∞
0
dτ
[
D(t− τ)− ω(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′ω(t− τ − τ ′)
]
w(τ, t− τ) + 2piω(t).
(60)
Note that the above equations an be equivalently derived from eq. (23)
by performing the same proedure we have applied to eq. (22) in order to
obtain eqs. (25) and (27).
Inserting nally eqs. (59) and (60) into eqs. (57) and (58), eventually
leads to the two state model eqs. (49) and (50).
Thus we have shown that solutions of D(t) and ω(t) of the general
theory are also solutions of the two state model for exitable systems pre-
sented in [21℄. As these solutions are in general unique we have shown the
equivalene between the two models. In [21℄ these solutions were ompared
with simulations of the renewal proess, showing total agreement within
simulation preision.
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F Time derivatives of integrals involving time
dependent survival probabilities
Let w(τ, t) be a time dependent waiting time distribution, i.e.
w(τ, z) ≥ 0 ∀ τ, t and
∫ ∞
0
dτw(τ, t) = 1 ∀ τ.
Let further
z(τ, t) = 1−
∫ τ
0
dτ ′w(τ ′, t)
be the orresponding survival probability. Then for any suiently well
behaved funtion g(t) we have
d
dt
∫ ∞
0
dτg(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) = g(t)−
∫ ∞
0
dτg(t− τ)w(τ, t − τ). (61)
This an be seen as follows:
d
dt
∫ ∞
0
dτg(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ)
=
∫ ∞
0
dτ
(
−
d
dτ
g(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) + g(t− τ)
d
dτ ′
z(τ ′, t− τ)
∣∣
τ ′=τ
)
= −g(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ)
∣∣∣∞
τ=0
−
∫ ∞
0
dτg(t− τ)w(τ, t − τ)
= g(t)−
∫ ∞
0
dτg(t− τ)w(τ, t − τ).
where in the last step we assumed that g(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) onverges to zero
as τ →∞.
We further have the identity
d
dt
∫ ∞
0
dτg(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′g(t− τ + τ ′)z(τ, t− τ)
=
∫ ∞
0
dτ
(
−
d
dτ
[
g(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′g(t− τ + τ ′)z(τ, t− τ)
]
+g(t− τ)g(t)z(τ, t− τ) − g(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′g(t− τ + τ ′)w(τ, t − τ)
)
= g(t)
∫ ∞
0
dτg(t− τ)z(τ, t− τ) (62)
−
∫ ∞
0
dτg(t − τ)
∫ τ
0
dτ ′g(t− τ + τ ′)w(τ, t − τ).
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